
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a flight attendant. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for flight attendant

Must be able to understand and explain policies and procedures that apply to
scheduling Flight Attendants for Training in accordance with the AA/APFA
Joint Collective Bargaining Agreement
Builds and drives effective relationships through solid communication and
focused attention to brand and culture
Manages multi-candidate hiring event process to include presentation,
facilitations and assessment
Manages the full lifecycle recruiting process, to include regulatory and
company compliance requirements, selection, offer, negotiation, and closing,
the administrative components involved with on-boarding candidates for a
variety of positions
Partners and consults with leaders to design innovative hiring plans that are
customized to attract the right talent for the right position at the right time
Researches and identifies candidate sourcing opportunities, to include social
media, career fairs, and other outreach efforts
Identifies, networks and establishes a plan to maintain relationships with key
candidate communities for short and/or long term opportunities
Provides an excellent candidate experience
Collaborates and consults with all members of human resources to drive
annual staffing plan forward
Pleasantly greet and direct guests to their assigned seats and answer flight
related questions

Example of Flight Attendant Job Description
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3+ years of experience working in a flight attendant role
Ability (with or without a reasonable accommodation) to respond within
ninety (90) minutes to Anchorage, AK Airport on a daily basis or willingness
to relocate prior to assuming the position
Willing and able to work all days of the week, including holidays and
weekends to meet specific flight schedules per established work guidelines
Willing and able to complete a pre-employment physical capacity evaluation
Willing and able to complete required initial Ground School training
Ability (with or without a reasonable accommodation) to perform the duties
of the position while exposed to harsh outside weather conditions including
extreme cold and darkness


